2001 LEO AWARDS NOMINEES & WINNERS

BEST FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Suspicious River
Michael Okulitch, Raymond Massey,
Hamish McAlpine, Erik Stensrud - Producers

NOMINEES

Here’s To Life!
William Vince, Charles Martin Smith, Robert Merilees - Producers

Lunch With Charles
Shan Tam, Michael Parker - Producers

Protection
Bruce Spangler, Erik Paulsson - Producers

Scorn
Christian Bruyere, Maryke McEwen - Producers

We All Fall Down
Jim Rowe, Martin Cummins, Leonard Bonnell - Producers
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BEST DIRECTION
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Michael Parker
Lunch With Charles

NOMINEES

Arne Olsen
Here’s To Life!

Bruce Spangler
Protection

Lynne Stopkewich
Suspicious River

Martin Cummins
We All Fall Down
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BEST SCREENWRITING
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Michael Parker
Lunch With Charles

NOMINEES

Arne Olsen
Here’s To Life!

Bruce Spangler
Protection

Lynne Stopkewich
Suspicious River

Martin Cummins, Richard C. Burton
We All Fall Down
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BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Gregory Middleton
Suspicious River

NOMINEES

David Geddes
Here’s To Life!

John Houtman
Lunch With Charles

Brian Johnson
Protection

Tony Westman
Scorn
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BEST PICTURE EDITING
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Mark Lemmon
waydowntown

NOMINEES

Lisa Binkley
Here’s To Life!

Kelly Herron
MVP: Most Valuable Primate

Allan Lee
Suspicious River

Robb Watson
We All Fall Down
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BEST OVERALL SOUND
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Sebastian Salm, Tony Gronick, Chester Bialowas, Bill Sheppard, Kerry Uchida, Jesse Lyon, Tim Peters, Violet Tate, Michael P. Keeping, Jim Harrington, Ken Biehl, Michael Colomby, Dean Giammarco, Tyler Berrie, Greg Watrych
MVP: Most Valuable Primate

NOMINEES

Paul Sharpe, Bill Mellow, Brad Hillman, Kelly Frey, Laurie Melhus, Rich Walters, Brian Ruryk, Jeff Hamon, Dario Disanto, Devan Kraushar, Kirby Jinnah, Jonas Crawley, Cam Wagner, Don Harrison, David Disanto, Jacqueline Cristianini
Scorn

Gael MacLean, Gashtaseb Ariana, Hennie Britton, Patrick Haskill, Gina Mueller, Michael P. Keeping, Jim Harrington
Marine Life

Michael Colomby, Gordon Durity, Rick Senechal, Dean Giammarco, Tyler Berrie
Protection

James Genn, Brian Campbell, Johnny Ludgate, Paul Sharpe, Bill Mellow, Brad Hillman, Kerry Uchida
Suspicious River
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BEST MUSICAL SCORE
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Simon Kendall
Lunch With Charles

NOMINEES

Patric Caird
Here’s To Life!

George Blondheim
Marine Life

Don MacDonald
Suspicious River
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BEST PRODUCTION DESIGN
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Don MacAulay
Here’s To Life!

NOMINEES

Michael Bjornson
Lunch With Charles

Marti Wright
Marine Life

Robyn Badger
Protection

David Fischer
Scorn
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BEST PERFORMANCE BY A MALE FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Callum Keith Rennie
Suspicious River

NOMINEES

Eric McCormack
Here’s To Life!

Nicholas Lea
Lunch With Charles

William MacDonald
Protection

Darcy Belsher
We All Fall Down
BEST PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

Alexandra Purvis
Marine Life

NOMINEES

Nancy Sivak
Protection

Jillian Fargey
Protection

Molly Parker
Suspicious River

Helen Shaver
We All Fall Down
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BEST DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Da Vinci’s Inquest
Lynn Barr, Arvi Liimatainen, Chris Haddock - Producers

NOMINEES

Cold Squad
Julia Keatley, Matt MacLeod, Peter Mitchell, Gary Harvey - Producers

Gene Roddenberry’s Andromeda
Allan Eastman, Robert Hewitt Wolfe, Sherry Gorval, Keri Young - Producers

Mysterious Ways
Harold Tichenor, Carl Binder, Peter O’Fallon - Producers

The Outer Limits
Brent Karl Clackson - Producers
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BEST DIRECTION
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Mike Rohl
The Outer Limits - Down To Earth

NOMINEES

Jorge Montesi
Cold Squad - Checkmate

Anne Wheeler
Da Vinci’s Inquest - It’s A Bad Corner

Chris Haddock
Da Vinci’s Inquest - It’s Backwards Day

Michael Robison
The Outer Limits - Revival
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BEST SCREENWRITING
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER - TIE

Alan Di Fiore, Chris Haddock
Da Vinci’s Inquest - It’s Backwards Day

Frank Borg, Alan Di Fiore, Chris Haddock, Esta Spalding
Da Vinci’s Inquest - This Shit Is Evil

NOMINEES

Matt MacLeod, James Phillips, Shelley Ericksen, Graham Clegg
Cold Squad - Checkmate

James Phillips
Cold Squad - Predator

Melissa Byer, Treena Hancock
Mysterious Ways - The Greater Good
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Gordon Verheul
Gene Roddenberry’s Andromeda - Music Of A Distant Drum

NOMINEES

Steve McNutt
Call Of The Wild - Pilot

David Frazee
Da Vinci’s Inquest - It’s Backwards Day

Andreas Poulsson
The Outer Limits - Gettysburg

Andreas Poulsson
The Outer Limits - Zig-Zag
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BEST PICTURE EDITING
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Eric Hill
Gene Roddenberry’s Andromeda - Music Of A Distant Drum

NOMINEES

Lisa Jane Robison
Cold Squad - Checkmate

Gordon Rempel
Gene Roddenberry’s Andromeda - Angel Dark, Demon Bright

Michael Bateman
The Immortal - Demons of the Night #1

Eric Hill
The Outer Limits - Gettysburg
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BEST VISUAL EFFECTS
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Jim Finn, Roberto Biagi, Tom Tennisco, Geoff Anderson,
Jamie Kawano, Paul Cox, Joe Farrell, Peter Mastalyr, Todd Liddiard
Bruce MacDougall, Mladen Miholjcic, Noel Wright, Jean-Paul Ledoux
Gene Roddenberry’s Andromeda - Mathematics of Tears

NOMINEES

Trevor Cawood, Neill Blomkamp, Naomi Stopa
Michael Porterfield, Wes Sargent, Brian Moylan,
Dark Angel - Pilot

James Tichenor, Jean-Luc Dinsdale, Robin Hackl,
Debora Dunphy, Kent Matheson, Judy D. Shane, Erik Ellefsen,
Jason Macza, Christine Petrov, Jeremy Hoey, Craig Van Den Biggelaar
Stargate SG-1 - Small Victories

Michelle Comens, Shannon Gurney, Kent Matheson,
Judy D. Shane, Erik Ellefsen, Jason Macza, Rosano Lepri, Bruce Woloshyn
Stargate SG-1 - The Curse

Steve Anker, Joe Farrell, Tom Tennisco, Bruce McDougall,
Geoff Anderson, Noel Wright, Mladen Micholjcic, Jean Paul LeDoux
The Outer Limits - Abaddon
BEST OVERALL SOUND
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Michael Thomas, Vince Renaud
Gene Roddenberry’s Andromeda - Harper 2.0

NOMINEES

Real Gauvreau, Bill Mellow, Brad Hillman,
Adam Boyd, KirbyJinnah, Murray Barker, Kelly Cole
Cold Squad - Checkmate

Bill Skinner, Mark Noda, Adam Geidos, Lisa Doyle, Martin Courchaine,
Sina Oroomchi, Iain Pattison, Lee Parker, Brian Campbell, Murray Barker
The Outer Limits - Revival

Bill Skinner, Mark Noda, Adam Geidos, Lisa Doyle, Megan Gousdward,
Sina Oroomchi, Iain Pattison, Brad Hillman, Brian Campbell, Dario DiSanto
The Outer Limits - Judgement Day

Bill Skinner, Mark Noda, Adam Geidos, Lisa Doyle, Martin Courchaine
Kelly Cole, Lee Parker, Miguel Nunes, Brian Campbell, Murray Barker,
The Outer Limits - Gettysburg
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BEST MUSICAL SCORE
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Matthew McCauley
Gene Roddenberry’s Andromeda - Music Of A Distant Drum

NOMINEES

Hal Foxton Beckett
Call Of The Wild - Pilot

Tim McCauley
Da Vinci’s Inquest - The Sparkle Tour

Ari Wise, Brian Carson
Hollywood Off-Ramp - Picture This

Patric Caird
These Arms Of Mine - Nature Boy
BEST PRODUCTION DESIGN
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Richard Hudolin, Bridget McGuire, Brentan Harron,
Doug McLean, Ivana Vasak, Mark Davidson, Robert Davidson
Stargate SG-1 - The Light

NOMINEES

Brian Davie
Call Of The Wild - Pilot

Steve Geaghan
The Outer Limits - Manifest Destiny

Steve Geaghan
The Outer Limits - Gettysburg

Steve Geaghan
The Outer Limits - Stasis
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BEST PERFORMANCE BY A MALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Nicholas Campbell
Da Vinci’s Inquest - The Sparkle Tour

NOMINEES

Winston Reckert
Call Of The Wild - Doc

Winston Reckert
Cold Squad - Loose Ends, Part 2

Tom McBeath
Da Vinci’s Inquest - This Shit Is Evil

Ian Tracey
Da Vinci’s Inquest - This Shit Is Evil
BEST PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Deanne Henry
Da Vinci’s Inquest - Do You Wanna Dance?

NOMINEES

Shannon Powell
Da Vinci’s Inquest - It’s A Bad Corner

Suleka Mathew
Da Vinci’s Inquest - You See How It Begins?

Rae Dawn Chong
Mysterious Ways - Do You See What I See?

Alisen Down
Mysterious Ways - Ties That Bind
BEST SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

When I Was Seven...
Jessica Bradford, Andrea Bastin - Producers

NOMINEES

Evirati
Elizabeth Skillings, Simon Capet, Heidi Lingren - Producers

Foxy Lady, Wild Cherry
Marlene Rodgers - Producers

Lift
Scott Weber, Anna DiFiore - Producers

What Else Have You Got?
Isabelle Longnus, Harry Killas - Producers
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BEST DIRECTION
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Jessica Bradford
When I Was Seven...

NOMINEES

Simon Capet
Evirati

Anne Wheeler
Legs Apart

Scott Weber
Lift

Harry Killas
What Else Have You Got?
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BEST SCREENWRITING
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Marlene Rodgers
Foxy Lady, Wild Cherry

NOMINEES

Simon Capet
Evirati

Glynis Davies
Lift

Alan Borden
What Else Have You Got?
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BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

James Tocher
Evirati

NOMINEES

David Frazee
Legs Apart

Ron Williams
Lift

Danny Nowak
The Real Thing

Mark Engles
When I Was Seven...
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BEST PICTURE EDITING
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Lara Mazur
Legs Apart

NOMINEES

Simon Capet
Evirati

Allan Lee
Lift
BEST OVERALL SOUND
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

John R. S. Taylor, Sina Oroomchi, Lee Parker
When I Was Seven...

NOMINEES

Paul Sharpe, Iain Pattison, James Genn, Murray Barker, Kirby Jinnah
Legs Apart
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Graeme Coleman
Lift

NOMINEES

Carl Ragan
Code

David Bernstein
When I Was Seven...
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BEST PRODUCTION DESIGN
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

John R. Taylor
Evirati

NOMINEES

Adrien C. Van Viersen
Code

David Roberts
Legs Apart
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BEST PERFORMANCE BY A MALE SHORT DRAMA

WINNER
Laurie Murdoch
The Plaids

NOMINEES
Bernard Cuffling
Evirati

Alex Zahara
Evirati

Ben Baxter
Watching Mrs. Pomerantz

Tom Scholte
What Else Have You Got?
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BEST PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Patti Harras
Legs Apart

NOMINEES

Kirsten Robek
Evirati

Laara Sadiq
Hotel

Jillian Fargey
Hotel
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BEST DOCUMENTARY

WINNER

Beaverbrook: The Various Lives of Max Aitken
Selwyn Jacob, Robert Duncan - Producers

NOMINEES

Island of Shadows
Erik Paulsson - Producer

Nuclear Dynamite
Betsy Carson, Gary Marcuse, Selwyn Jacob - Producers

The Story of the Coast Salish Knitters
Christine Welsh, Gillian Darling Kovanic, Colleen Craig - Producers

Tokyo Girls
Gillian Darling Kovanic - Producer
BEST DIRECTION
DOCUMENTARY

WINNER

Erik Paulsson
Island of Shadows

NOMINEES

Robert Duncan
Beaverbrook: The Various Lives of Max Aitken

Shel Piercy
Leo’s Journey: The Story Of The Mengele Twins

Gary Marcuse
Nuclear Dynamite

Penelope Buitenhuis
Tokyo Girls
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BEST SCREENWRITING DOCUMENTARY

WINNER

Robert Duncan
Beaverbrook: The Various Lives of Max Aitken

NOMINEES

Julia Ivanova
From Russia, For Love

Christine Welsh
The Story of the Coast Salish Knitters

Andrew Gardner
Wild Goose Chase

Robert Duncan
When A Child Goes Missing
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BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY DOCUMENTARY

WINNER

David Frazee
Tokyo Girls

NOMINEES

Marc Champion
Island of Shadows

Leonard Gilday
The Salmon Forest

Randy Woolgar
The Story of the Coast Salish Knitters

Leonard Gilday
Wild Goose Chase
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BEST PICTURE EDITING DOCUMENTARY

WINNER

Michael Brockington
Island of Shadows

NOMINEES

Janice Brown
Beaverbrook: The Various Lives of Max Aitken

Alan Pinvidic
Leo’s Journey: The Story Of The Mengele Twins

Stuart de Jong
Nuclear Dynamite

Bonni Devlin
Tokyo Girls
BEST OVERALL SOUND DOCUMENTARY

WINNER

Dieter Piltz, Dean Giammarco, Lisa Doyle
Island of Shadows

NOMINEES

Dennis Burke
Beachcombers, True Stories

Dennis Burke
Remnants

Tony Moskal, Kirby Walker, Barton Hewett
The Story of the Coast Salish Knitters

Paul Sharpe, Leigh Hunt Wilks, Keith Henderson,
Lisa Doyle, Kevin Townshend, Dario DiSanto, Bill Mellow
Tokyo Girls
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BEST MUSICAL SCORE

WINNER

Doug Blackley, Dennis Burke
Tokyo Girls

NOMINEES

Qui Xia He
Island of Shadows

Graeme Coleman
Legends of Hockey - The Second Season

Patric Caird
Star Spangled Canadians

Bruce Ruddell
The Story of the Coast Salish Knitters
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BEST NEWS PACKAGE

WINNER

CBC News: Canada Now
Nigel Gibson, Liz Hughes, Wayne Williams - Producers

NOMINEES

BCTV News Hour
Randy McHale - Producer
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BEST ANCHOR(S)
NEWS PACKAGE

WINNER

Tony Parsons
BCTV News Hour

NOMINEES

Ian Hanomansing, Gloria Macarenko
CBC News: Canada Now
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BEST INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Storm Warning
Andy Thompson - Producer

NOMINEES

CBC Newsworld/Foreign Assignment
Eric Rankin - Producer

Champions of the Wild
Christian Bruyere, Michael Chechik - Producers
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BEST DIRECTION
INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Tara Shortt
Storm Warning - Blown Away

NOMINEES

Peter von Puttkamer
Champions of the Wild - Giant Pacific Octopus

Christian Bruyere
Champions of the Wild - Bonobos

Chris Aikenhead
Champions of the Wild - Hyenas

John Ritchie, Brad Quenville
You...Me & The Kids - Dangerous Encounters
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BEST SCREENWRITING
INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Lionel Goodard
Storm Warning - Seeing Is Believing

NOMINEES

Cathy Moss
You...Me & The Kids - Suicide
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BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Ian Kerr
Quiet Places - Fly Fishing

NOMINEES

Robb Douglas
CBC Newsworld/Foreign Assignment - Vietnam #1, Years After

Ian Kerr
Quiet Places - Pottery Retreat

Todd Craddock
Storm Warning - Path Of Destruction
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BEST LIFESTYLE OR TALK SERIES

WINNER

Vicki Gabereau
Jordan Schwartz, Karen Rapp, Cynthia Ott - Producers

NOMINEES

Healthy Home
Brian Hamilton, Step Carruthers - Producers

Quiet Places
Gabriela Schonbach, Brian Hamilton, Julia Blakely - Producers

Urban Rush
Michael Eckford, Richard Murray, Fiona Forbes, Manuel Fonseca
Michael P. Keeping, Carmen Salerno, Gary Wirachowsky - Producers

Weird Homes
Mike Collier, John Cumming - Producers
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BEST DIRECTION
LIFESTYLE OR TALK SERIES

WINNER

Cordell Wynne, Nick Kendall, Denise Kenney
Weird Homes - Heavenly Creations

NOMINEES

Paddy Moore
Healthy Home - Episode 8

Julia Blakely
Quiet Places - Flyfishing Retreat

Heather Hawthorn-Doyle
Vicki Gabereau - 544

P. J. Reece, Eva Wunderman
Weird Homes - Off The Grid
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BEST HOST(S)
LIFESTYLE OR TALK SERIES

WINNER

Vicki Gabereau
Vicki Gabereau

NOMINEES

Alan Thicke
Animal Miracles With Alan Thicke

Robert Mason Lee
Mason Lee: On The Edge

Fiona Forbes, Michael Eckford
Urban Rush
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BEST MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Big Sound
Michele White, Sam Feldman, Tim Gamble, David Steinberg - Producers

NOMINEES

International Stop Racism Concert & Awards
Moyra Rodger, Deborah Wainwright - Producers

Sola
Kevin J. Cottam, Gigi Boyd - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Richard Martin
Hollywood Off Ramp - Death By Gossip

NOMINEES

Robert Lee
Big Sound - Song Remains The Same

Kevin J. Cottam
Sola
BEST PICTURE EDITING
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Kevin J. Cottam, Kris Fleerackers, Andrew Ranford
Sola

NOMINEES

Jackie Sidoni
Suckerpunch - Episode #2
BEST PRODUCTION DESIGN
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Jodi Ross
Sola

NOMINEES

Ricardo Spinace
Big Sound - You Bet Your Ass
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BEST MUSICAL SCORE
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

John Mitchell
Big Sound - Shabbas, Bloody Shabbas

NOMINEES

Bill Sample
The Improv Comedy Games
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BEST PERFORMANCE OR HOST(S)
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Deanna Milligan
Big Sound - Bob Day Afternoon

NOMINEES

Colin Cunningham
Big Sound - The Day The Music Croaked

Matthew Good
Big Sound - The Song Remains The Same

Alvin Erasga Tolentino
Sola

Colin Foo
The Unprofessionals - Like A Virgin
BEST ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Aaagh! It’s The Mr. Hell Show
Christopher Brough, Jay Falconer - Producers

NOMINEES

Action Man
Mark Ralston, Jennifer Twiner McCarron - Producers

Casper’s Haunted Christmas
Kim Dent Wilder, Byron Vaughns - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Steve Sacks
Action Man - Grey Areas

NOMINEES

John ‘Moose’ Pagan
Aaagh! It’s The Mr. Hell Show

Owen Hurley
Casper’s Haunted Christmas

Danny Antonucci
Ed, Edd n’ Eddy - Hot Buttered Ed

Josh Mepham, Colleen Holub, Louie Escauriaga
What About Mimi - Lemonade Kid
BEST OVERALL SOUND
ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Marcel Duperreault, Todd Araki, Jason Fredrickson, Kirk Furness
Action Man - Grey Areas

NOMINEES

Marcel Duperreault, Todd Araki, Jason Fredrickson, Kirk Furness
Action Man - The Swarm, Part 2

Marcel Duperreault, Todd Araki, Jason Fredrickson, Kirk Furness
Casper’s Haunted Christmas

Bill Sheppard, Kerry Uchida, Dean Giammarco, John Ludgate, Maja Brunett
Ed, Edd n’Eddy - Mirror, Mirror On The Ed

Roger Monk, Ken Lomas, Alejandro Verdecchia
What About Mimi - Lemonade Kid
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Michael Richard Plowman
A Christmas Adventure - From a Book Called Wisely’s Tales

NOMINEES

Robert Buckley
Casper’s Haunted Christmas

Patric Caird
Ed, Edd n’Eddy - Ed In A Halfshell

Michael Richard Plowman
The Elf King - The Elves and the Shoemaker

Hal Beckett, Sarita Baker
What About Mimi - Lemonade Kid
BEST YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Flipping The World: Drugs Through A Blue Lens
George Johnson, Gillian Darling Kovanic - Producers

NOMINEES

Caitlin’s Way
Jana Veverka, Helene White, Jay Firestone, Adam Haight - Producers

Edgemont
Ian Weir, Michael Chechik - Producers

So Weird
Larry Sugar - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Moira Simpson
Flipping The World: Drugs Through A Blue Lens

NOMINEES

James Marshall
Caitlin’s Way - Money Walks

Pat Williams
Caitlin’s Way - Dr. Truth

Anthony Atkins
Caitlin’s Way - Outlaws

Patrick Williams
So Weird - Rewind
BEST SCREENWRITING
YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Moira Simpson
Flipping The World: Drugs Through A Blue Lens

NOMINEES

Melissa Mortimer
Caitlin’s Way - Chemistry

Jana Ververka
Caitlin’s Way - Mother Of The Year
BEST PERFORMANCE
YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Brendan Fletcher
Caitlin’s Way - Outlaws

NOMINEES

Tania Saulnier
Caitlin’s Way - Little Sister

Ken Tremblett
Caitlin’s Way - Chemistry

Myles Ferguson
Edgemont - Lover’s Leap

Kristin Kreuk
Edgemont - Deal With The Devil
BEST STUDENT PRODUCTION

WINNER

Bob Appleby Is A Loser
Josh Byer, Micheal Morehouse, Michelle Tucker, M. Gillard - Producers

NOMINEES

Best of Betsey
Lasha Laskowsky - Producer

Impression
Carolyn Ziegler - Producer

The Inbetweener
Cliff Parrott - Producer

Table 4
Trevor Bozyk - Producer
BEST DIRECTION
STUDENT PRODUCTION

WINNER

Josh Byer
Bob Appleby Is A Loser

NOMINEES

Jody Jessop
Best of Betsey

Alan Bacchus
Impression

Jeff Moneo
Lady Fingers

Aaron Horton
Table 4